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QUESTION OF iIMPORTANCE

How Important Questions Are Answered
Future Man Depends on Parental Care
and AmbitionsSubstantials in Train ¬

ing Character Analyzed Its Essen ¬

tials

Continued-
On the contrary the life of a man of character-

is a decided unitysomething knit firmly together-
into a consistent whole not rigid or elastic neces¬

sarily but still a unified structure The man of
character has his impulses and his circumstances-
too both of which try to dominate him just as in
the case of the other fellow But his attitude
towards both is different It is the attitude of a
master not a slavea dominating ruling direct-
ing

¬

attitude which uses both impulses and cir-
cumstances

¬

as amenable to his own purposes and
makes them his tools There is a calculation a
deliberateness about him which the creature with ¬

out character has not got He may be a good man
or a bad man but he will be masterfully good or
bad He may indulge his evil impulses as the other
fellow does hut if so it is with deliberation and
set purpose He may also restrain his impulses-
but if so this will not be out of a weak fear of
being caught or a dread of unpleasant conse ¬

quences but out of deliberate policy and set pur ¬

pose because he has an object in view In other
words the man of character is a man ruled not
by impulse or circumstances but by internal mo ¬

tivesin short his life is dominated by principles
These principles may be good or bad right or
wrong But there they are and it is due to their
presence that he is what he is and consistently
Avjiat he is That is what we mean by a man of
character

What then is a principle A principle is some
pregnant idea relating to conduct grasped firmly
by the mind branded in consciousness brooded
over elevated into standard of action and applied
habitually to circumstances as they arise A prin¬

ciple means something more than a rule By a rule
we generally mean some cutanddried positive en¬

actment defining in clear terms what shall be done
and what shall not be done under certain circum ¬

stances Its application is rigidly according to the
letter and it is only necessary to understand what
the rule says in order to execute it Given this in-

telligence
¬

and flic disposition to obey the rule
works just like a slot machine put in the coin and
out comes the cigarette or stick of chocolate So
in like manner whenever the circumstances con ¬

templated in the rule arise it is merely a matter-
of implicit obedience to carry it out If under un ¬

usual circumstances the execution of the rule be ¬

comes impossible or inadvisable the rule is broken-
even though advisably and justifiably It is quite
otherwise with principles A principle is some great
general idea to be understood according to its
spirit and to bcJ applied with discretion If cir ¬

cumstances arise under which it is desirable to
leave the principle aside the principle itself is

t not broken For it is of the nature of a principle-
to be discretionary in its application and the lay-
ing

¬

of it side is in fact nothing else bue the bring ¬

ing of some other and more radical principle to
bear on the case to which the more subordinate
principle must give place

The same maxim can become either a principle-
or a rule according as it is conceived rigidly in the
letter or elasticity in the spiritor again accord¬

ing as it is applied mechanically or with deliberate
discretion

Treating of principles brings us to the ques ¬

tion of ideals By an ideal we mean some type of
excellence which we imagine as possible or desir ¬

able and which we aspire to realize in our life
f
L There can be bad and good ideals healthy and mor¬

bid ideals possible and impossible ideals Ideals-
are formed in various ways but always empirically
Sometimes they are suggested by reading about
some towering personality such as Napoleon or
Newman sometimes they are made up piecemeal-
out of the different qualities which we have come
across in our living fellow men which we admire
and would fain imitate and which we gradually-
join together and construct into a whole How-
ever

¬

it comes about the resultant ideal is always
reducable to a certain type of character and
character as we have seen is life dominated by
principles So in the end it comes to this Our
ideal reduced to definite terms is nothing other
than the group of principles which we have set
our hearts upon as the guiding standards of our
life and the pursuit of our ideal is nothing else
than the cherishing of these principles and their
assiduous application-

It is this second item to which we must attach
the chief importance

There are many people whose minds are filled
with ideals and those of tne most exalted kind
But they never get beyond the stage of admira ¬

tion or at most a sort of velleity a wish to have-

it but an indisposition to go through the labor
r of attaining it This is a bogus idealisma delu-

sion
¬

and a snare But there are others who ac¬

tuated by a like inspiration do really make ef¬

forts toward its attainment but who through-
want of strength or perhaps through difficulties of
temperament and circumstances make a poor show
for their exertions Nevertheless the genuine thing
begins as soon as exertion appears on the scene
In this case every encouragement is to be given
to persevereunless the ideal is something mani-
festly impossible and then it should be humbly
watered down

So now we have reached the answer to our first
question
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1 The end and aim of training is generically-
to produce men of character and specifically men
of the best and noblest character which circum¬

stances and the capacity of the subject will allow
2 Character is life dominated by principles-

as distinguished from life dominated by mere im ¬

pulses from within and mere circumstances from
without

3 Principles are ethical conceptions deeply
rooted in the mind elevated into standards of con ¬

duct and consistently applied to life
4 A collection of principles covering all de ¬

partments of life constitutes an ideal A man of
principles is therefore a man with an ideal

5 There cannot be character without some ideal
but there can be an ideal without character To
be effective an ideal must not be merely principles
dominating life and then must be embodied in a
set of definite principles dominating life and then-
it will result in character

6 The great business training therefore is
first to lay before the child the best and noblest
possible ideal secondly to get that ideal stamped-
into his mind in the concrete form of sound prin ¬

ciples thirdly so firmly to establish the habit of
acting according to those principles that it will
last for the rest of his life

FRANCE AND ITALY JUBILATING-

The celebration of the joint victories of France
and Italy over Austria in the battles of Solferino
and Magenta was held first in Italy in whose be ¬

half chiefly the war of 1859 which marked the be ¬

ginning of its unification was undertaken The
festivities were of a high order and almost beyond
precedent There was a reason for the excess The
unity of Italy is not yet an assured fact These
rejoicings are deemed necessary to consolidate it
Austria is still looked upon as the enemy The
mutual alliance of France is one of those contra ¬

dictions examples of which like that of Pilate and
Herod are now and then noticeable in history
Present at the celebration were representatives-
from France and for her share in the victories
France received her meed of praise Strange how-
ever

¬

the name of Napoleon III who gave Italy
her victories over Austria was not once mentioned-
but the portraits of Clemenceau of Briand of
Pichon and even of Peletan of unsavory repute-
the exminister of the French marine were dis ¬

played-

In France itself the celebration received but
little notice Italy sent as her representative Na-
than

¬

the Jewish mayor of Rome General Picquart-
and others exalted the politics which gave birth to
Italian unity No one seemed to remember that
the same politics gave birth to the German empire-
a fact of some moment France

e

ARCHBISHOP RYAN ON NEW RELIGION-

The venerable Archbishop of Philadelphia
touches the core of the fallacy underlying the sug ¬

gestion of a new religion founded on humanitar
ianism advanced by President Emeritus Eliot of
Harvard In an interview on Sunday last he said
among other things One of the most fatal and
demoralizing superstitions of this country is this
attempted separation of morality from doctrinal
teaching Doctrines are as the granite foundation-
to the whole edifice of Christian ethics and with
them that edifice must stand or crumble into ruins
What underlies the value of holy childhood but the
doctrine that the child has an immortal soul
Abolish this look at the child only in the light of
its utility to the state and soon infanticide will
commence again and deformed children will be
put to death when men shall have lost the ten ¬

dencies which Christianity has produced and fos ¬

tered In the name of our Christian
civilization I a bishop of the Christian church lift
up my voice to warn you that the popular modern
system of teaching morality without the doctrines
that motive it whether that system be called Chris¬

tian ethics or moral instruction or unsectarian
teaching is sapping the very foundation of Chris ¬

tianity and Christian civilization
r

FAITH AND CONDUCT
Mr Sydney Low in the last issue of the Na ¬

tion returns to the discussion of an interesting
topic namely given a man who believes sincerely
in a religious code and acts up to it in his indi ¬

vidual life how comes he to ignore or contravene-
it in his social public or commercial activities
Mr Low is dissatisfied with Mr Ohestertons reply
that a mans life is as a rule a reflex of his relig ¬

ious principles He does not see how any one who
looks at the facts before his eyes can deny the sepa-
ration

¬

between religion and conduct in modern
life It seems to us that Mr Chesterton is right
Men are affectedmoreor lessby the religion they
hold If they hold it firmly and feel it deeply their
entire lives are governed by it If their faith is
weak it affects their conductbut only in a slight
measure Mr Lows assertion as to the separation
between religion and conduct in modern life is in ¬

disputable but it merely implies that as a whole
the faith of the people of our day is not to be com-
pared

¬

for strength with the faith of their fore ¬

fathers When mens faith becomes thorough and
vivid once more we shall hear less of their unfair-
ness

¬

towards one another and their disregard for
the principles of equity in the dealings of life

EITHER CAD OR SIMPLETON-
The world has always held in abomination the

man on reaching the goal of his ambition kicks
away and spurns the means by means of which he
did ascend says an exchange The Catholic who-
on attaining a position of ease and prominence
proceeds to dissociate himself from his corelig¬

ionists and separates himself from the Catholic
societies is either a cad or a simpleton For the
sake of sweet charity we prefer to think him the
latter but the chances are that he belongs to the
former class
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IMPRESSIONS OLD AND NEW

Brussels Hotel de Ville Statue of the
Manneken

>
St Gudules Godfrey de

Bouillon Museum Palais de Justice-
Its Structure and Vastness

Written for Intermountain Catholic
Brussels aptly designated a second Paris-

is a most interesting city from any standpoint you
view it The first settlers a colony of fisher ¬

men took possession of St Gery an island situ ¬

ated in the little River Senne as early as the sixth
century and from this humble beginning sprung
Brussels the now metropolis of Beligum The city-
as it at present stands comprises two partstheo-
ld and new The old part or the city proper is
the home of trade and commerce the city of the
days of Duke Charles Philip II and Margaret of
Parma The new part is the fashionable quarter-
the abode of the elite of Brussels The population-
of Brussels is considerable something about 550
000 taking the city proper and the suburbs As
the visitor emerges from the railway station there
opens up to his gaze a fine square dotted on every
side by large and comfortable hotels In almost-
all of these hotels English is spoken though French-
is the prevailing language If the visitor wishes to
obtain a good idea of the city all he has to do is
to board one of the numerous tram cars that ply
from the square and in the short space of two hours-
or so he will see a great deal of the outside part
of Brussels After fortifying myself with a good
lunch I strolled out in the city and directed my
steps to the Hotel de Ville It is a magnificent
Gothic building with a facade decorated in the
later Gothic style The spire which is 364 feet
high soars above the city and there is a gilded
statue of St Michael at the top about sixteen feet
high You can obtain an excellent view of the
city from the tower and far awry in the distance-
you see the Belgian lion monument on the field
of Waterloo In the various halls of the build¬

ing are many fine paintings by Belgiums great
artists Janssens and Lebrun After seeing what-
was to he seen in the Grande Place I made my
way down the Rue du Chene to see the oldest citi ¬

zen of Brusselsthe statue of the Manneken The
latter is a bronze figure of a boy cast by Duques-
nay for a fountain and though the statue offends-
some goodygoody eyes still it remains there and
is highly valued by the inhabitants The Manneken
possesses as many as eight suits of clothes and on
festive occations he dons one of them A regular
attendant paid by the corporation acts as his valet
and I believe an old lady deeply in love with him
remembered him in her will when she was dying-
to the extent of 1000 francs The figure was stolen-
in 1817 and there was as much consternation among
the inhabitants of Brussels until their Manneken
was found again as there was when the false alarm
that Napoleon had won Waterloo reached their
ears Leaving the Manneken the visitor next
reaches the fine covered arcade of St Hubert It
is the finest I know of if I except that in Milan-
It embraces beautiful shops on either side and
every kind of refrehments souvenirs books and
such can be obtained here Take care that you dont
say you are an American or they will charge you-
a good bit extra The American has the name of
money as American and millionaire are synony ¬

mous terms Howeveras far as my experience goes
the American knows the value of goods and knows
the value of money too and there is no soft spot
in him The glory of Brussels is undoubtedly St
Gudules Begun to be built in 1220 it was not
until the end of the fifteenth century that it was
completed It has a most imposing facade and a
broad flight of steps lead up to the principal en ¬

trance Roughly speaking the length of thQ ca
thedral is 345 feet and its breadth 155 Although
every part of the interior is beautiful still the two
great objects of interest to every visitor are the
carved oak pulpit by Verbruggen and the painted
glass windows The carving on the pulpit repre ¬

sents the expulsion of Adam and Eve from the
Garden of Paradise and certainly it is a wonder-
ful

¬

work This pulpit originally belonged to the
Jesuit church in Louvain but their church could
not set it off to advantage and hence it was trans ¬

ferred to St Gudules The painted glass windows
arc masterpieces and many good judges declare
that there is not their equal in the world These
windows for the most part depict the various
princes of the House of Hapsburg and the great
of the middle agesMaximilian Charles V Fran-
ces

¬

and Ferdinand I Philip II Margaret of Sa-
voy

¬

Joan of Castile and many more historic and
olden names No visitor leaves Brussels without
seeing this church and certainly it comes up in
every par icular to their expectations The three
most beautiful streets in Brussels are the Rue
Ri yale Rue de la Loi and the Boulevard de Re-
gent Opening out on these streets or adjacent you
have the royal palaces the parks theatres the mu¬

seum and the House of Parliament The museum
contains fine galleries of paintings by the old
Flemish artists and the fifteen pictures by Bubens
are admired of all The collection all told num¬

bers about 600 Almost opposite the museum there
stands a fine equestrian statue of Godfrey de Bouil-
lon The artist depicts the famous leader of the
first crusade holding aloft in his hand a flag with
the cross It is very lifelike and as you gaze upon-
it you can well picture to yourself the fire and en ¬

thusiasm with which that warrior urged on his men
to fight for the Christ The most wonderful build¬

ing in Brussels is the Palace of Justice It stands-
at the extermity of the Rue de la Regence on a
height overlooking the city It took seventeen
years to build and the cost of that vast pile is
estimated at 50000000 francs a franc contains

I
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about 10d English money A cupola supported by

pillars stands at the top adorned by statutes rep¬

resenting Justice Power and Grace The building
contains about 250 rooms and the magnificent stair ¬

case leading into the interior is set off with
statues of the Grecian and Roman orators of the
olden day I contented myself with a study of the
outside and the staircase I got lost once in a puz ¬

zle garden at the Crystal Palace London and I
might be there since only for the guidance of an
attendant T did not want a second experience of
such a kind and I felt that such would be my lot
if I entered to explore a palace of 250 rooms and
twentyseven great halls The Porte de Hal situ ¬

ated near the Boulevard de Waterloo is an old cas ¬

tle and interesting for two reasons It is the last
remnant of the fortifications of Brussels and the
prison used by the fiercs Duke of Alva The latter
was the agent of Philip II of Spain and certes the
Flemish people have reason to remember him on
account of the many Flemish noblemen he put to
death This old castle was turned into a museum-
of arms and armour in 1817 and its collection of
weapons and fifteenth century shirts of mails and
helmets is full of curiosity as also its Greek Ro ¬

man and Etruscan antiquities The Place des Mar-

tyrs
¬

situated by the Rue St Michael recalls the
strength of the Belgian people for their indepen¬

dence in 1830 In the center of the place stands a
handsome monument representing liberated Bel ¬

gium and around the monument is a gallery un ¬

derground divided into compartments somewhat
after the fashion of a mortuary chapel with the
names of those who died fighting the Dutch troops
inscribed on bronze plates It is curious to note
that many of those patriots belonged to different
natinalities other than Belgium I hope I have
given my readers some little impression of the in¬

teresting and beautiful city of Brussels No visi ¬

tor to Belgium should miss it and I am sure that
the most hard pleased will come away both sur-
prised

¬

and delighted Next week we will take a
tour to the historic field of Waterloo and the
Ardennes NAPPER TANDY

Brussels July 20 1909
e

SOLEMN HIGH MASS IN

AN ANGLICAN CHURCH-

Mr Birrell in one of those phrases which cling-

to the memory defined the difference between the
Protestant denominations and the Catholic church-
by sayinf It is the Mass that makes the differ-
ence

¬

Some of the Anglicans are doing all they
can to make the difference disappear and accord¬

ing to the latest evidence they are not content
with imitating the Low Mass but go still further-
In the Ecclesiastical Intelligence of the Times
for Friday July 16 we read The bishop of Chi
chester dedicated the chapel of the Convent the
Holy Cross Haywards Heath yesterday in the
presence of a large gathering At the dedication
festival in the morning there was Solemn High
Mass at which the Rev A H C Cocks vicar of
St Bartholomew Brighton preached What about
the Thirtynine Articles which assert that the Mass-
is a blasphemous fable We think plain people
will be puzzled to understand how members of a
church which thus emphatically affirms its disbe ¬

lief in the Mass can with any pretense to consist¬

ency entertain and show a belief in the Holy Sac¬

rifice It is manifest that their true home is not
the Church of England which rejected the Mass
and in which hostility is excited by the mere men¬

tion of the name but the Catholic church which
has always preserved it

HAIL COLUMBIA-

Hail Columbia happy land I

Hail ye heroes 1 Heavenborn band 1

Who fought and bled in Freedom cause
Who fought and bled in Freedoms cause
And when the storm of war was gone
Enjoyed the peace your valor won
Let independence be your boast
Ever mindful what it cost
Ever grateful for the prize iLet its altar reach the skies-

CHRUS

Iif

Firm united let us be
Rallying round our Liberty-
As a band of brothers joined t
Peace and safety we shall find

Immortal patriots rise once more
Defend your rights defend your shore
Let no rude foe with impious hand
Let no rude foe with impious hand
Invade the shrine where sacred lies
Of toil and blood the wellearned prize
While offering peace sincere and just
In Heaven we place a manly trust
That truth and justice will prevail It
And every scheme of bondage fail

Sound sound the trump of fame 1

Let Washingtons great name
Ring thro the world with loud applause
Ring thro the world with loud applause-
Let every clime to Freedom dear
Listen with a joyful ear
With equal skill and Godlike poVr
He governs in the fearful hour
Of horrid war or guides with ease
The happier time of honest peace

Behold the chief who now commands
Once more to serve his country stands 1

The rock on which the storm will beat
The rock on which the storm will beat
But armed with virtue firm and true
His hopes are fixed on Heaven and you
When hope was sinking in dismay
When glooms obscured Columbias day
His steady mind from changes free
Resolved on death or Liberty

h

JOHN CALVINS FAITH

After Four Hundred Years His Praises
Are Sounded Whilst Hisi Doctrines of

i

Predestination aFree Will Are Re-

jected

¬

His Horrible DecretumAwful-
Decree Now Obselete The Central

Catholic of Winnipeg Gives the Fol ¬
1

lowing Brief Summary of Some of His

Teachi-

ngsIt

I

1

It was-

therefore
creed that God is supreme and

there is no free will outside of Him
hence creatures have no freedom except from phy-

sical

¬

compulsion God does not by brute force com-

p
¬

pel ma to act but He determines irresistibly all
we do whether good or evil If man were a free
cause God would cease to be the first cause hence
He has decreed an absolute order physical moral
religious never to be modified by act of ours Man
by the righteous impulsion of God does that which-

is unlawful and man falls the providence of God-

so ordaining Inst IV 18 2 III 23 8 Later
t

to meet Scriptural objections he distinguished two
wills in the Divine Nature one public and appar-
ent

¬
I

commanding good and forbidding evil the
other secret and real predetermining that Adam
and all the reprobate should fall into sin and perish

Calvin made God not only a cruel despot but-

a doubledealing hypocrite writes Rev Michael
Kenny S J in an admirable analysis of his doc ¬

trine This is the man whom Presbyterian assem ¬

blies have been lauding as the grand defender of
the sovereignty of God this the system from which
human liberty has sprung 1

When the injustice of such cruel mystery was
objected to him he replied Some men are de ¬

voted from the womb to certain death that God i
name may be glorified in their destruction-
I confess it is anawful degree horrible decre
tum but it was an unsearchable mystery and
it was impiety to question it Adams sin though
Adam could not help it brought him and his de ¬

scendants to total depravity Justifying faith
saves the elect being predestined they cannot miss-
it and once they have it they cannot lose it All
others are reprobate they may bo baptized lead¬

ing objectively saintly lives and doing the best
they know but their godliness is apparent not
real not having received the faith that justifies
they are predestined to destruction and they can¬

not help it The Catholic doctrine that mans will-
is free that God gives to all sufficient grace for
salvation that intention and free consent deter ¬

mine the quality of an act and that involuntary
desires are not sinful are all false and damnable 1

We on the contrary he replies to St Augustine-
deem it to be a sin whenever a man feels any de¬

sires forbidden by divine law and we assert the
depravity which produces them to be sin Yet
such desires in the elect who are no longer de-
praved

¬

are lawful and what is wrong for the
sinner is right for the saint But the righteousness-
is not his own it is imputed to him it comes at
the moment of conversion and good works have
nothing to do with it Moreover since the con ¬

verted is henceforth justified no further grace is
needed and the sacraments except baptism and
the eucharist which are merely symbols and not
productive of grace the Mass and other Catholic
channels of grace are superfluous superstitious-
and

f

idolatrous-
On such foundations did Calvin establish thesovereignty of God and human libertyfor the

elect Such sovereignty could scarcely prove ac¬
ceptable to the reprobates who were the vast
majority and even on the elect its hold was
weak-

It is the irony of fate that on the very day
that the fourth centenary of John Calvin was cele ¬
brated a very distinguished Anglican churchman
visiting Winnipeg should make the statement that
he had been very much struck by the grotesque
competition of denominations in America seeing
small towns with numbers of denominations all
struggling and none being successful Calvin was
one of the great reformers and Canon Henson
unwittingly provides us with a very happily ex¬
pressed comment on their work It has truly been
said that in his famous Institutes Calvin wrote-
a book that made Protestantism for the moment
and unmade it for all time

It also befell curiously enough to celebrate
Calvins anniversary on the same Sunday that
rabid range preachers were repeating their twice
told legends about the Inquisition For Calvin
reigned over Geneva during the middle of the six ¬

teenth century when in that little city of 15000
people in the course of five years there were as
many as fiftyeight sentences of death for heresy
seventysix of exile fines and committals without
number Servetus execution was not an exception f

but a type f

n
RIDDTFM AXES t

What tongue is it that frequently hurts yet it
never speaks ji word The tongue of your shoe

What is it from which you may take away the
whole and still have some of iU The word whole ¬ i

someWhen is a newspaper like a saw When it is
filedWhy

is the English grammar like rheumatism
Because it is torture taught yer

Why is a bookbinder like charity Because he
often covers a multitude of faults

Why should an artist never be short of money
Because if he is good at his trade he can draw
money-
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